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1. Introduction
In the past, the earlier cellular systems concentrated on voice calls as the main application that
has to be considered to fulfil end-user requirements. However, nowadays with the variety of the
user application and their requirements, the new 3G/4G systems have to consider many
applications such as voice calls video streaming/conference, online gaming, peer-to-peer
application and many other application and their different requirements as shown in Table 1 [1-2].
Application

Type

Bandwidth

Delay

1

Multiplayer Interactive Gaming

Real-time

50-85 kbps

<100 ms

2

VoIP & Video Conference

Real-time

4-64 kbps (VoIP)

<150 ms

32-384 kbps (Video call)
3

Streaming Media

Real-time

5-128 kbps (music)

<300 ms

20-348 kbps (video clip)
"/>2 Mbps (movie streaming)
4

5

Web Browsing & Instant Messaging

Media Content Downloads

Non

<250 kbps (instant messaging)

real-time

"/>500 kbps (email/web browsing)

Non

"/>1 Mbps

N/A

N/A

real-time
Table 1. WiMAX Application Types
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Although Mobile WiMAX promises to deliver the triple play services, handover mechanism
still has some unsolved issues, which may affect the end user QoS requirements [3]. Cell
selection is one of the main phases which may affect the user requirements after the handover
process. After the Serving Base Station (SBS) advertisement message, MOB_NBR-ADV and
the MS handover scanning, the MS will examine the collected PHY information on the
neighbour BSs (nBSs) channel conditions to select the Target Base Station (TBS) for the coming
handover [4]. The conventional cell selection scheme in Mobile WiMAX is based on signal
quality, i.e. the nBS which has the best signal quality in terms of Received Signal Strength, will
be considered as the TBS for the coming handover [5]. However, a single criterion like signal
quality is not sufficient as a basis to choose the best BS for different end user application’s
requirements. As an illustration in Figure 1, suppose the MS is in an overlapping area of two
or more BSs that have similar signal quality, there will be an ambiguity on which one will the
MS choose for different user application requirements. Putting a cell selection criterion on
signal quality entirely may make an MS choose a TBS with a good signal quality but one which
may incur higher delay or smaller bandwidth, this may affect some real-time applications such
as VoIP, video conferencing, streaming media, multiplayer interactive gaming.
Handover operation in Mobile WiMAX can be divided into two main phases; the pre-handover
phase, and the actual handover phase. In the pre-handover phase the cell-reselection algorithm
is one of the most important steps and this may affect the end-user QoS after the handover.
On the other hand, the actual handover phase mainly focuses on handover execution and
network re-entry [4]. Most of the published works are on the actual handover phase, about
how to execute the scheme with a small number of messages [6-10], while there are only a few
researches that focus on cell selection scheme.
The 802.16 standard [6] defines the receive signal strength indicator (RSSI) or carrier-tointerference plus noise ratio (CINR) as the handover trigger factor and cell selection scheme
whereas WiMAX supports many multimedia data services therefore, it is not sufficient to let
the signal strength be the only reference criteria.
In [11], the authors introduced an enhanced handover target cell selection algorithm for
WiMAX network based on the effective capacity estimation and neighbour advertisement. The
algorithm let each BS to estimate its idle capacity and broadcasts its effective idle capacity via
the media access control (MAC) management message, MOB NBRADV, to help each MS to
select the handover target cell. Therefore, the cell selection algorithm uses two criteria, idle
capacity and signal strength as a weighted cost function to select the target cell. The result
shows that this scheme enhances performance in terms of packet loss ratio and system
throughput. Nevertheless, other criteria can be taken into account to provide better services
for different user applications. In vertical handover schemes, i.e. handover between different
network technologies, some researchers have introduced multi-criteria based network
selection as described in [12-13].
Because of the increasing number of mobile stations (MS) and the support of high speed
Internet and multimedia data services, the base station (BS) of WiMAX often works at a data
rate close to maximum capacity. Therefore, it is not proper to let the signal strength to be the
only reference criteria to choose the next cell. The MSs should decide intelligently to switch to
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another idle cell to get the best channel. In order to select a TBS that best meets the end-user
application requirements this paper proposes a smart way for selecting the right TBS based on
a set of multiple decision criteria. The method uses Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method
for criteria weighting and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS) for the TBS ranking based on some criteria such as CINR, queue length, and
bandwidth.

Figure 1. Cell selection

2. Handover cell selection criteria
The conventional scheme of cell selection in Mobile WiMAX is based on a single criterion which
is signal quality. The nBS which has the best signal quality (ex. RSSI or CINR) will be considered
as the TBS for the coming handover [5-6]. As highlighted earlier, this is inefficient because
besides the signal quality each user’s application has their own respective QoS requirements.
In this paper, two types of application are studied; VoIP as an example of real-time applica‐
tions, and Media Content Downloads as an example of non real-time application [2]. As shown
in Table 1, VoIP is a latency or delay sensitive application with low data rate demand. On the
other hand, Media Content Download is a delay-tolerant application and generally demand
high bandwidth. Thus, there are some other criteria that need to be considered when the cell
selection decision is to be taken. In this paper, three criteria will be considered; they are CINR,
BW, and congestion delay.
Carrier-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (CINR): The signal quality is the main criteria for
choosing the TBS, but this is not a sufficient criterion.
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Bandwidth (BW): This metric refers to the available bandwidth in WiMAX cell. It is simply
the difference between the total capacities and the aggregated used BW in Kbps.
Congestion delay: This is the delay of packets due to queuing until they can be processed.

3. Multi-criteria decision making methods
The cell selection problem is about selecting one BS for handover among limited number of
candidate BSs with respect to a set of different criteria. This is a typical Multiple Criteria
Decision Making (MCDM) problem. In the study of decision making, terms such as MCDM is
the problem of choosing an alternative solution from a set of alternatives, which are charac‐
terized in terms of their attributes [14]. The most popular classical MCDM methods are:
1.

WSM (Weighted Sum Model): the overall score of a candidate BS is determined by the
weighted sum of all the attribute values.

2.

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution): the chosen candidate
BS is the one which is closest to ideal solution and the farthest from the worst case solution.

3.

AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process): decomposes the BS selection problem into several subproblems and assigns a weight value for each sub-problem.

In this paper, we use TOPSIS as alternative score ranking based cell selection scheme and
compare it with WSM, while AHP will be used for weighting the attributes or the criteria based
on the importance of each criterion for the end users application.
Cell selection could be considered as an MCDM problem. For instance, suppose a user is
currently connected to BS A1 and has to make a decision among two alternative candidate BSs:
A2 and A3. Handover criteria considered here are CINR, BW, and congestion delay, which are
denoted as: X1, X2 and X3, respectively. The decision problem can be modelled in a decision
matrix Dm as shown in (1), where the capabilities of each candidate are presented.
x1

x2

x3

A1 é x11
ê
Dm = A 2 ê x21
A 3 êë x31

x12
x22

x13 ù
ú
x23 ú
x33 úû

x32

(1)

Where x11 is the CINR, x12 is the BW and x13 is the congestion delay of BS A1. In similar way,
x21, x22and x23 are the CINR, BW and congestion delay values of BS A2. In addition, x31, x32

and x33 are the CINR, BW and congestion delay of BS A3.

Assume the user is using two types of applications; real-time application such as VoIP and
non-real-time application such as Media Content Download. The traffic or application
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preference on handover criteria is modelled as weights assigned by the user on the criteria; for
VoIP and Media Content Download which are shown in (2) and (3).
Wr = éë wr 1
Wnr = éë wnr 1

wr 2
wnr 2

wr 3 ùû

(2)

wnr 3 ùû

(3)

The CINR and congestion delay are considered as important for voice application because as
studied by [15-16], to get a minimum jitter and delay the CINR has to be good enough, while
the bandwidth and CINR are considered important for the non real-time application such as
Media Content Download.
3.1. WSM (Weighted Sum Model)
WSM is the most popular multi criteria decision making (MCDM) method. It is the simplest
way of evaluating the number of alternatives (m) in terms of a number of decision criteria (n)
[17]. The overall score of an alternative is calculated as the weighted sum of all the attribute
values as shown in equation (4).
n

Ai( WSM ) = å w j xi j , i = 1,2,3,.......m.

(4)

j

Where Ai is the evaluated score of an alternative, Wj is the weight value for criteria j, n number
of criteria. Because the decision matrix value could be in different scales such as BW could be
10 Mbps and the cell load could be 50% or 0.50 the decision matrix has to have a comparable
scale (normalized) by using (5) for the benefit criteria (i.e. stronger CINR, larger BW) and (6)
for cost criteria (i.e. more delay). In (5) and (6) xij is the performance score of alternative Ai with
respect to criterion xj and rij is the normalization value of xi .
j

rij = xij / x j MAX , i = 1,...m , j = 1,....n

(5)

rij = x j MIN / xij , i = 1,...m , j = 1,....n

(6)

3.2. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
TOPSIS is one of MCDM methods based on the concept that the chosen alternative should
have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the farthest from the
negative ideal solution (NIS) for solving a multiple criteria decision making problem. Briefly,
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PIS is made up of all best values attainable criteria, whereas NIS is composed of all worst values
incurred from criteria [14]. The calculation processes of this method are as follows. Normalize
the decision matrix.

rij = xij /

m

å xij , i = 1,..., m, j = 1,....n

(7)

i =1

• Decision matrix is weighted using the weighting factor.
• Determine the ideal solutions A + and the negative-ideal solutions A −.
A + = (maxvi
i

(

j

| j ∈ J ), (minvi j | j ∈ J ')
i

)(

A - = min vi j | j Î J , max vi j | j Î J '
i

i

)

(8)

(9)

Where vi is the weighted and normalized of the xij , while J is associated with the benefit
j

criteria and J ' is associated with the cost criteria.
• Calculate the separation of each alternative from the ideal solution, and the negative ideal
solution.
Si + =
Si - =

m

å j =1( aij - a j + )2 , i = 1,..., n
å

m
(a
j =1 ij

- a j - )2 , i = 1,..., n

(10)

• Relative closeness to the ideal solution is calculated.
Ci + = Si - / (Si - + Si + ), i = 1,..., n

(11)

3.3. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a structured technique for organizing and analyzing
complex decision problems. It has a variety of applications used around the world in different
fields of decision situations such as business, industry, healthcare, engineering and education.
It provides a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring a decision problem, for
weighting the decision criteria, and for evaluating alternative solutions [14, 18]. In this paper,
we use the AHP method for weighting the decision criteria. The calculation processes of this
method are as follows and shown in Figure 2.
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The AHP method main steps are as follows:
1.

Define the decision criteria and decompose the decision problem into different levels of
the hierarchy.

2.

Compare each factor to all the other factors within the same level through pairwise
comparison matrix. The judgments in the AHP are made in pairs aij , relating the impor‐

tance of criterion i to that of criterion j. The criteria are compared pair-wise with respect
to the goal. A is a matrix indicating the importance of criterion i relative to criterion j as
shown in Equation (12). Noticeably, the aij = 1 when i= j, while a ji = 1/aij , which reflects the

reciprocal importance of criterion j relative to criterion i.
é a11
ê
ê a21
A=ê
ê .
êa
ë i1
1.

a12

a13

a22

a23

ai 2

ai 3

... a1 j ù
ú
... a2 j ú
ú
ú
... aij ú
û

(12)

After creating matrix A of comparison, the next step is to determine the weights of the
criteria, in which wi is the weight of objective i in the weight vector w = [w1, w2 , …, wn ]
for n criteria. To get this, the eigenvector is used.

The eigenvector can be calculated using the following steps:
1.

Raise the A matrix to powers square.

2.

Sum each column of the squared matrix.
n

a 'i = å aij
j =1

1.

(13)

Then we divide each element of the matrix with the sum of its column, we have normalized
relative weight. The sum of each column is 1 as shown in (14).

a ''ij =

aij
a 'i

(14)

2.

Check the Consistency Index (CI). The CI can be computed as the difference between the
current and previous computed eigenvectors.

3.

Previous steps are repeated until we get a very small value of CI.

4.

Determine the weights of the criteria
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Figure 2. AHP calculation processes

4. Hybrid AHP and TOPSIS based cell selection
The conventional cell selection scheme in Mobile WiMAX is only based on the received signal
strength. However, it is not sufficient to meet the different user application requirements that
WiMAX promises to meet. The proposed scheme considers multiple criteria; CINR, BW and
congestion delay for cell selection using some MCDM methods, AHP and TOPSIS. As shown
in Figure 3, the proposed cell selection scheme can be divided into three main functions:
"collecting info" which collects the decision criteria and network conditions, "criteria weight‐
ing" which processes criteria weighting using AHP methods based on application QoS
requirements, and "alternatives ranking" which finalizes the process of cell selection using
TOPSIS method.
4.1. Collecting Information stage
In this block the MS with BS assistance try to collect the information about some criteria that
will help the cell selection decision. As highlighted earlier, this paper proposes three criteria
decision, viz; CINR, BW and Congestion delay.
For the CINR criteria, the SBS regularly broadcast information about the nBSs through the
neighbour advertisement messages (MOB_NBR-ADV). Additionally, the MS and the SBS can
retrieve more information about the nBSs after the MS finished scanning, such as CINR and
RSSI. The CINR is defined as the power ratio between a carrier and the interference and noise
power [5].
CINR = 10 log10

Cr
PI + PN

(15)
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Application
QoS
requirements

Congestion delay

BW

CINR

Collecting Info

Weighted Congestion delay

Weighted BW

Weighted CINR

Criteria weighting using
AHP

Cell Selection

Alternatives ranking using
TOPSIS

Figure 3. The proposed cell selection scheme

Where, Cr is the received carrier power, PI is the interference power and PN is the noise power.
The available BW in WiMAX cell metric can be estimated based on [11]; after scanning process,
the MS can exploit the information element (IE) in the DL-MAP/UL-MAP messages and
aggregate the number of the allocated downlink and uplink physical slots (PSs). The available
downlink BW can be estimated as follows;
BWDL (t ) =

1

t

SDL - free (t - t , t ) C DL - slot (t )

Where τ is the period of time that we can get number of frame, S DL

PSs within τ while the CDL
PS.

−slot

(16)
− free is the number of unused

is the number of bits that can be transmitted in one downlink

Every nBS will inform the SBS its congestion delay through the backbone, and the SBS will
send these values to the MS by the advertisement messages (MOB_NBR-ADV).
4.2. Weighting criteria using AHP
AHP is used to determine the weights for the three criteria -- CINR, BW and delay. It was
reported that classical MADM methods cannot efficiently handle a decision problem with
imprecise data that decision criteria could contain [14].
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For that, the use of fuzzy logic can be used to deal with imprecise information and combine
and evaluate multiple criteria simultaneously. Hence, fuzzy logic concept provides a robust
mathematical framework in which handover decision can be formulated as a Fuzzy MADM.
The scale used is represented by the intensities between each other according to the funda‐
mental scale. The fundamental scale is validated according to effectiveness and theoretical
justifications according to [18]. The scale consists of nine levels. To make it even easier to judge,
one can use a more restricted scale with five levels: 1 is equal importance, 3 is moderate
importance, 5 is strong importance, 7 is very strong or demonstrated importance and 9 is
extreme importance. Because different application have different requirements, in this paper,
we consider two types of application -- VoIP as a real-time application example and Media
Content Downloads as a non-real-time application example. Tables 2 and 3 show the pair-wise
relative importance of the decision criteria for the real-time and non real-time applications
respectively.
Real-time

CINR

BW

Cong. delay

CINR

1/1

5/1

3/1

BW

1/5

1/1

1/7

Cong. delay

1/3

7/1

1/1

Table 2. Pair-wise Matrix for real-time application

Non Real-time

CINR

BW

Cong. delay

CINR

1/1

3/1

5/1

BW

1/3

1/1

7/1

Cong. delay

1/5

1/7

1/1

Table 3. Pair-wise Matrix for non real-time application

Based on the AHP procedure explained earlier the weighting vector for the real time applica‐
tion and non real-time applications are as shown in equations (17), and (18).
wr = [0.6186 0.0662 0.3149]

(17)

wnr = [0.6186 0.3149 0.0662]

(18)

4.3. Alternative ranking using TOPSIS
After weighting the decision criteria using the AHP method, the TOPSIS method will be used
to rank the alteratives available for the Target Base Station (TBS), and then choose the highest
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alterative score is chosen for the TBS. As mentioned earlier, TOPSIS concept is that the chosen
alternative should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the
farthest from the negative. More explanation about this will be discussed in details in the
numerical analysis section.

5. Numerical analysis
In this section a numerical analysis of the proposed scheme is performed, and then compared
with the Weighted Sum Method (WSM) and conventional signal strength based cell selection.
The criteria weighting based on user application requirements have been calculated previ‐
ously, as shown in equation (17) and (18) for real-time and non real-time applications respec‐
tively.
Suppose that we have three candidate TBSs as shown in Figure 1. After the information
collection stage, the MS will maintain the criteria values in a decision matrix, Dm(A). The
decision matrix consists of three criteria, viz CINR in dB, BW in Kbps and congestion delay in
ms for three candidate BSs as shown in (19).
CINR BW Cong Delay

BS1 é 23 2048 300 ù
ê
ú
Dm( A) = BS2 ê 22 380 100 ú
BS3 êë 24 148 110 úû

(19)

Using the TOPSIS method, Dm(A) first has to be normalized first using equation (7), because
the criteria use different units. The normalized matrix is shown in (20).
BS1 é0.5770 0.9807 0.8960 ù
ê
ú
Dm( A ') = BS2 ê0.5519 0.1820 0.2987 ú
BS3 êë 0.6021 0.0709 0.3285 úû

(20)

After getting the normalized decision matrix, it is weighted using by multiplying it with the
weighting factor. Two types of application have been considered, therefore, we have two
weighting factors, which will produce two weighted decision matrices.
For the real-time application, the weighted decision matrix is as shown in equation (21).
BS1 é0.3569 0.0649 0.2822 ù
ê
ú
Dm( A ')r = BS2 ê0.3414 0.0120 0.0941ú
BS3 êë0.3724 0.0047 0.1035 úû

(21)
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For the non real-time application, the weighted decision matrix is as shown in equation (22).

Dm( A ')nr

BS1 é0.3569 0.3088 0.0593 ù
ê
ú
= BS2 ê0.3414 0.0573 0.0198 ú
BS3 êë0.3724 0.0223 0.0217 úû

(22)

To calculate the distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the farthest from the
negative ideal solution (NIS), equations (8) - (11) are used. CINR and BW are considered as
benefit criteria and congestion delay is considered as a cost criteria. The ranking of the
alternative TBSs for real-time and non real-time application are shown in equation (23) and
(24) for real time and non real time application respectively.
BS1
BS2
BS3
Rr = [0.2479 0.7543 0.7484]

(23)

BS1
BS2
BS3
Rnr = [0.8710 0.1724 0.1454 ]

(24)

Table 4 shows the summary of the ranking of the available alternative TBSs using TOPSIS
compared with WSM and also illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.
MCDM methods

WSM
BS1

BS2

TOPSIS
BS3

BS1

BS2

BS3

VoIP(real-time)

[0.7640, 0.8942, 0.9097]

[0.2479, 0.7543, 0.7484]

Media Content Download (non real-time)

[0.9298, 0.6917, 0.7015]

[0.8710, 0.1724, 0.1454]

Table 4. Ranking of the available alternatives using WSM and TOPSIS

Using other wayS of viewing the cell selection results, Table 5 compare between TOPSIS, WSM
and conventional signal strength-based cell selection.
Signal strength

WSM

TOPSIS

VoIP

BS3

BS3

BS2

Media Content Download

BS3

BS1

BS1

Table 5. Selected cell using TOPSIS, WSM and the conventional signal strength schemes
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For real-time applications, WSM ranks B3 as the best, and TOPSIS ranks B2 as the best. Both
two results are reasonable, because all of them have good CINR and small delay. However,
TOPSIS ranks B2 as the best, because it provides the lowest delay. So the TOPSIS looks like
more sensitive to the criteria weighting. The conventional signal strength scheme ranks B3 as
the best, because it provides the best CINR.
For the non real-time application, both WSM and TOPSIS ranks B1 as the best, because it has
the highest BW while the conventional signal strength scheme ranks B3 as the best; although
it has the best CINR, It provides the worst BW, which is an important criteria in the Media
Content Download application.

Figure 4. The WSM and TOPSIS scores for real-time applications

From table 4, we can see that application requirement or the weighting factor has an influence
on the ranking order. As mentioned before, both WSM and TOPSIS have different ranking
orders for VoIP as a real-time applicatipn. This is further exemplified by the sensitivity analysis
on the weighting factor in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively.
When the congention delay criteria weighting is changed, and other parameters are kept
constant we found that the ranking result is more sensitive when TOPSIS method is used. For
example, in Figure 6 using WSM method the BS2 score changes form 0.6 to 0.95 when the
congestion delay creiteria weighting is changed, so the range of the score change is 0.35.
Whereas in Figure 7 using TOPSIS method when the congention delay criteria weighing is
changed, the BS2 score changes from 0.18 to 0.92, so the range of the score change is 0.74, and
form this it is clear that TOPSIS method is more sensitive to the weighting factor.
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Figure 5. The WSM and TOPSIS scores for the non- real-time application

Figure 6. Sensitivity of congestion delay weighting using WSM
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of congestion delay weighting using TOPSIS

6. Conclusion
Mobile WiMAX is one of the 3G/4G broadband wireless technology network that is capable
of delivering triple play (voice, data, and video) services. The variety of user application needs
different network requirements. So, handover mechanism and the cell selection scheme have
to be efficient to meet the application need during and after the handover process. This paper
described a smart way of TBS selection. It is based on multi-criteria based selection to meet the
user requirements during handover. We proposed the AHP method for criteria weighting and
TOPSIS for alternative BSs ranking as a multi-criteria decision-making selection scheme to
meet the MS application requirements. The proposed, Hybrid AHP and TOPSIS-based Cell
Selection (HATSC) scheme is based on multi-criteria such as CINR, bandwidth (BW) and
congestion delay to select the TBS. Numerical analysis shows that TOPSIS is more sensitive to
criteria weighting factor, and WSM gives a relative conservative ranking result, and both of
them results in better performance than the conventional signal strength scheme.
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